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 We are very happy and grateful for having been able to organize a 2 Days Divine Principle Workshop. 
After 2 months of JeonDo activity, lectures about Family values and Open HoonDokHae discussions, we could 
finally organize a 2 days workshop through which we could talk about the Divine Principle and True Parents’ 
vision:  

 The Principle of Creation, regarding Give and Take action, God’s Character, True Love and the Spiritual 
world and growth 

 The Human Fall, the process and consequences of this history changing event.  

 The Principle of Restoration - concerning the Foundation for the Messiah and how we can see this in real 
life by the example of Adam’s family 

 Eschatology and the direction of human history 

 Purpose of Messiah - about Jesus and the salvation he has brought through his sacrifice on the cross. 

 At the beginning of the workshop we presented ourselves and shared about the expectations that we 
have concerning the content of the lectures. “Everybody is struggling to attain happiness”, this is what the Prin-
ciple says and this is what we also discovered, that people want to find answers and peace of mind.  We had 4 
guests, very different in age and personality and we tried to offer to them a feeling of family and acceptance, of 
support and sincerity. At the same time we realized how essential it is to have an object partner. 

 As we are a small number of members doing 

mission in Romania, any extra helping hand is enor-

mously precious. So with the involvement of our 

CARP members we could offer the lectures, cook de-

licious food and organize happy day, sharing and 

morning exercise. We sang together, laughed and 

talked about  our lives and all this atmosphere 

brought a closeness that is so hard to create in every 

day circumstances. Life has a great way of putting us 

together “on one boat” in order to understand that 

we can evolve and grow only if we work together. 



 Happy day was truly happy, our joy was shared with the beautiful sunny weather. We ran around, worked 
together and had fun, leaving all our troubles behind for a few hours. In the evening sharing we aimed for getting 
to know each other better, our preferences and past. The next day, after the DP lectures, our CARP leader present-
ed about the volunteering program and activities and amazingly, 3 of the participants decided to become mem-
bers. We are sure the God and True Parents have guided our steps until here and that there is a path and divine 
plan for each of us.  Finally there is hope in the world, the hope that can be seen in the eyes of those which are 
searching for the truth and striving for goodness. As we have said before, we are not great but we don’t give up.  
We have confidence that this is a new beginning for our brothers and sister. 

 Thank you our Heavenly Parent and True Parents for this time. 

 With joy and love, 

 Romania CARP members 


